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send e-mail directly from vegas pro to the e-mail address of your choice. keep
more e-mails in your inbox. send e-mails as text attachments, with large files, or
as rich-text documents. add comments to your e-mails in the body of the text, or

keep them in the body of the attachment. with a growing number of hd video
devices on the market, this release of vegas pro 12 is designed to work with your

video source in the most efficient way possible, keeping you more productive.
delivering the same high-quality sound and picture in a smaller file size, you can

now send 8-bit files directly to your dvd burner. you can also create and
burn.avchd video files directly from the vegas pro timeline, and instantly preview

and test the results in real time. intuitively and seamlessly, you can now share
both your movies and photos with facebook, youtube, and flickr in a single upload.

the latest version of vegas pro 12 offers faster performance, along with better
organizational tools, including the ability to create custom media folders and a

new media browser, which lets you navigate through and view all your media and
folders from one single interface. in addition to the myriad of hdr technologies,

ultra hd premium certification allows the hdr-ready tvs to access an hdr10 signal
with a special treatment that can color depth of 10 bits. hdr10 also fully supports
dolby vision, a proprietary technology developed by dolby laboratories and the
company that created the hdr format. the hdr10 signal must be delivered to an

hdr-ready tv via a coaxial cable, optical cable or hybrid fiber coaxial (hfc) system.
hdr10 can be delivered over either the network or hardwired connection, or over-

the-air via an antenna.
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Simple but effective. Sequencing of a video project is one of the
most common tasks done in the post production process, be it
for performance capture, lip sync or animation. The timing in

the video is determined by the external source. When it comes
to events which occur at the moment the video was made,

sequence management is simple. Video comes into a timeline
with associated start and end times. Events are inserted as
needed to fill the time on the timeline. Using the visual cues
Vegas Pro provides, it's easy to see what's going on on any

track at any time. The ability to quickly navigate track view to
see the start and end of events for a specific time is extremely
useful for tasks like adding a specific event that is later used in
edit decisions. As well, you can view each track separately so

that you can place events on each independently of the others.
Vegas Pro is a powerful VST plugin which includes all of the

aforementioned media authoring tools in a single package. This
extensive software package has a lot of power behind it. But

there's also a simplicity to it which makes it one of the easiest
to learn programs available. No matter what type of media you

want to capture, modify, animate, clone, copy, move, or
sequence, you're sure to find what you're looking for in Vegas
Pro. Vegas Pro also provides compositing tools which allow you
to seamlessly combine all of your project's components into a

single output. In addition, Vegas Pro offers many powerful
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options for sound authoring and recording, editing, and mixing.
If you want to record a live event, start and stop the audio and
then mix it with one or more audio sources, this is where Vegas

Pro really shines. On top of this, Vegas Pro's built-in export
features allow you to publish your VST plugins and samples to

formats like MP3, WAV, AIFF, FLAC, WMA, and OGG, thus
ensuring that there's a format for every purpose. Other media

formats can be converted with the help of third-party
applications, such as FreeRIP, WinRAR, 7-zip, and ACE.
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